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Memory Insufficient is a celebration of history.
First and foremost, it is an attempt to promote and encourage
historical writing about games; social histories, biographies,
historically situated criticism of games and anything else.
It is also a place to turn personal memories of games past into
eye-opening written accounts. It is a place to honour the work
of game developers who have influenced the path of history. It
is a place to learn what games are - not as a formal discipline,
but as lived realities.
Like all historical study, Memory Insufficient is fundamentally
about citizenship. It’s not enough to just remember and admire
the games of the past. History is about understanding our place
in the world; as developers, as critics and as players.
The power of history is to reveal where the agents of change
reside, and empower us to be the change we want to see.
Memory Insufficient is a celebration of history, not just as fact
but as action.
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Urban nature
and the myth of
balance
Cha Holland an enthusiast blogger from Melbourne, Australia, and a scientist by day,
with a background in ecology and currently studying geospatial information.

shallow-depths.com | @shallow_depths

The ‘balance of nature’ is a quaint but pervasive
way of understanding the world.
The idea comes, at least in part, from a sense of beauty and divine order. The environment is perceived as regulated by equilibria that maintain systems in their natural
state. Under this framework people and nature are separate and often opposing forces. Humans can disrupt the delicate balance but aren’t considered a true part of the
system. This idea had a huge influence on the development of ecology as a science,
and continues to be reflected in media and discourse.
Much traditional ecology has been conducted away from human influence. Or, in
areas perceived to be pristine and free from our activities. In reality, even the most remote areas on Earth have been influenced by people, complicating what is considered
natural. Meanwhile, ecology has been neglected in more heavily human-dominated
landscapes despite its importance to our quality of life. Science continues to develop
new frameworks and better integrate humans and anthropogenic processes into the
study of ecosystems, but this has yet to bleed through into popular consciousness.

Games have rarely addressed our role as part of
a living system, and tend to present a human/nature binary.
Environmental themes are often associated with extreme, villainous industrialisation and pollution, in the style of kids’ cartoons from the ‘80s and ‘90s. Final Fantasy
VII’s (1997) Shinra corporation is literally draining the planet’s life force as an energy
source, leaving behind barren wasteland. In Sonic the Hedgehog (1991), Dr. Robotnik
captures animals to turn into robots, and creates garish chemical plants, scrapyards
and other artificial environments. A more self-aware example comes from Day of the
Tentacle (1993), where Dr. Fred’s Sludge-o-Matic discharges toxic goop into the local
waterways purely because it’s expected of an evil scientist. Not to say that humans

don’t create environmental damage (far from it) but there is fertile territory to explore in more nuanced relationships with the natural world. Ecology is a complex set
of interactions, patterns and processes, not a clear-cut battle between good and evil.
The cartoon villain approach has become less popular, but hasn’t completely disappeared. In more recent examples these ideas are more likely to be subverted or contain
additional moral complexity. World of Warcraft (2004) creates a muddier impression,
with the Horde and Alliance each painting the other faction as more environmentally
destructive. This is a propaganda war, with each side wanting the moral high ground
when it comes to conflict over natural resources. There are still black-and-white examples here too, most notably the goblin-run Venture Company, best known for
pursuing profit through strip mining, clear-felling and generating pollution.
Depictions of nature have gained some sophistication but continue to keep humans
(or their humanoid equivalents) separate. It isn’t always so comically exaggerated, but
we keep returning to the idea that nature is pure and harmonious, while people are
an incompatible corrupting influence. Cities are the most human-influenced landscapes, so their ecology is rarely explored unless people are removed from the system.

Urban environments are considered largely dead,
fed by resources from elsewhere and not containing meaningful ecosystems in themselves.
Some fantasy races are closer to nature and so are able to inhabit more organic metropolises, such as the plant-based Sylvari from Guild Wars 2 (2012). The Sylvari capital is formed from a network of roots and branches, connected to their revered Pale
Tree. Nature is linked to spirituality and innocence, with the Sylvari as uncorrupted
nature spirits untouched by human notions of hatred, or even sorrow. More often,
these races are portrayed in tribal societies without such grand architecture. Without
getting too far into discussing depictions of race here, it’s worth noting that when it
comes to the human/nature binary not all humans treated equally. The balance of
nature concept is linked to stereotypes about spiritual wisdom attributed to people
of colour.
Another way around the view of cities as lifeless is in post-apocalyptic scenarios
where the human population is removed (or severely reduced). This allows ecology
to be considered in a system where it was previously ignored, though it’s more likely to be thought of as purification or return to a more natural state. There is a large
mental shift reframing how the city is perceived, in addition to purely environmental
changes.
Tokyo Jungle (2012) involves an over-the-top version of post-apocalyptic urban nature, with ultra-aggressive animals wearing silly outfits, but still manages to include
some aspects of real-world population ecology and evolution. The survival mechanics prioritise genetic persistence over the individual, with the goal to take in enough
calories, mark out territory, and attract mates to persist for as many generations as
possible. Downloadable content can add playable hominids back into the system,
with the option of Pleistocene-era Homo erectus or a modern, suit-wearing salaryman (aka office worker). The salaryman in particular is played for laughs, looking
out-of-place as he crouches in the long grass or munches on a flower bush.

With no mechanics for omnivory, the salaryman
is herbivorous and flails about with limp-wristed
slaps and clumsy dives when forced into combat.
Human characters can’t breed, dooming the salaryman to a lonely existence where
if he can evade other dangers old age will eventually claim him. There could be sev-

eral reasons for this, possibly obscenity concerns associated with human mating or
a reference to Japan’s low birthrate. The upshot is that even here people are a special
case, not quite functioning in the same way as other animals and perhaps less able
to adapt to new circumstances, even compared to heavily domesticated creatures. Of
course, humans are still critical when it comes to affecting the world. Tokyo Jungle
has a time-loop storyline where the same history continually repeats.

The only way out of the cycle is the permanent
end of humanity, which can allow the environment to adapt and recover. Balance restored.
In Enslaved: Odyssey to the West (2010) the long-abandoned ruins of New York City
are almost overwhelmingly green. Verdant scenery is ever-present, as vegetation is
taking over from the crumbling buildings. Nature here mainly acts as attractive wallpaper, or a convenient climbing handhold. Still, it’s within this setting that ecology
feels present enough to include in a narrative context, if in a hammy way. Monkey and
Trip come across something wonderful among the destruction: a fish tank somehow
surviving after 200 years, forming a closed, self-sustaining system. Sunlight feeding
aquatic plants, small fish eating plants and big fish eating the little fish, forming a
simple microcosm reminiscent of the Lion King’s Circle of Life. For Trip it’s a sign of
beauty and hope that her own small community can also survive; for Monkey it’s an
impossibility existing on borrowed time. Unsurprisingly, one of the hostile mechs appears to crush this natural miracle and blatantly foreshadow the fate of Trip’s people.
An aquarium is already a human-constructed system, and there’s a sense that the human/nature binary has broken down. Humans are animals and subject to the same
dangers and processes as any other species, while mechs take over the destructive
artificial role. The balance of nature is a fairytale that needs to be confronted once
we’re faced more directly with untamed stochastic processes.
It’s difficult to find games exploring present-day urban nature, beyond superficial
examples like hunting for pigeons in Grand Theft Auto IV (2008). The SimCity series
contains some sense of ecology being important, such as the relevance of pollution
levels, waste management or parks, but it never completely seems to know where to
go with it. Arcologies are a popular science fiction idea for supporting large human
populations. They’re a utopian vision of huge skyscrapers acting as more self-contained fish tanks, providing their own energy production, amenities, environmental
regulation and so on. Maybe it could be done, but it’s a massive architectural, ecological and social challenge. In SimCity 2000 (1994) arcologies are mysterious, futuristic
structures with their internal workings obscured. Full of promise without providing
any satisfaction.

Flower (2009) is possibly the most emotionally
satisfying example of urban nature in games.
It attempts to connect people and nature, through ideas and dreams. In Flower the
city is a dreary place where everything is rushing by. The flowerpots on the windowsill provide a contrasting spot of colour, and encourage a moment of stillness and reflection. A flower becomes a portal to dream of nature, allowing an urban resident to
inhabit an environmental force, causing petals to soar on the wind and transforming
landscapes by causing flowers to bloom. Not all of the dreams are open and free, but
by the end the tone is hopeful. We imagine reaching the city and morphing it from a
stark landscape to one full of life. It’s a human-influenced vision, dominated by bright
green grass and flowers growing in neat rows. There’s none of the glorious mess of
real growth, but it makes sense as an abstract picture from someone’s imagination.
Flower is still stuck on natural equilibria, carrying the secret tagline ‘life in balance’.

It remains idealistic and almost magical, but the role of humanity has shifted. Intentionally or otherwise, there’s something else going on here. It’s clear that nature is a
social construct, and it matters how the environment is perceived in addition to what
it is. Rather than just being about balance, Flower is easily linked to Edward O. Wilson’s biophilia hypothesis, which considers the innate need for humans to connect
with other forms of life. It’s a small but encouraging step towards other frameworks
for exploring human ecology in popular games.

The balance of nature might be widely discredited
among ecologists, but it has become so ingrained
it’s difficult to look past it to consider other ways
of understanding nature and people’s relationship
with their environment.
It’s limiting for popular media to continue focusing on concepts of harmony and
equilibrium when the reality of ecology is so much more complicated and interesting. More than that, it makes a practical difference whether humans are integrated
or demonised in perceptions of nature. Integration matters because it facilitates different ways to care and be realistic about how to achieve better outcomes for people’s
lives and the broader systems we rely on. If we can’t be part of nature it’s easier for
environmental problems to appear hopeless, or to believe it’s better to do nothing and
let the world take care of itself. Deeper and more varied views of ecology could only
be a good thing for media diversity in itself, and as an element of creating a more
informed society.

Resources
Mark J. McDonnell (2011)
‘The history of urban ecology: an ecologist’s perspective’
in Jari Niemelä, Jürgen H. Breuste, Thomas Elmqvist, Glenn Guntenspergen,
Philip James and Nancy E. McIntyre (eds)
Urban Ecology: Patterns, Processes and Applications.
Read online
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Videogames’ postclimate-change
futures
Ben Abraham is a PhD candidate at the University of Western Sydney researching
internet communities and the political and philosophical issues around the responsibility of non-human actors.

iam.benabraham.net | @10rdBen

It is fast becoming obvious that we are living in a
slow apocalypse.
This apocalypse takes the form of anthropogenic global warming, and the world it
precipitates. Predicted to have – at best – only somewhat devastating impacts on the
way that individuals and societies live and engage with their environment, at the
extreme end of predictions it presents a vision of the future devoid of human life
entirely.
Over the past year I have become increasingly captivated by the ways in which (precious few) videogames have begun to engage with the slow apocalypse of climate
change, and visions of what this future might be. In this essay I am interested in the
images of a post-climate future that games have just begun to show us, visions are
often dystopian – as in Fate of the World (2011), the strategy/simulation game that
presents the player with a sort of ‘Sophie’s Choice’ of save the world while also avoiding starvation, etc. – and visions that are more optimistic.
I also want to position the videogame vision of a climate post-apocalypse in the context of prior imaginings of post-apocalypses, which have unsurprisingly been largely
confined to the kinds of imaginings that were prominent during the cold war era.
The average twenty-something game developer of the 80s, many of whom became
the 30-something developers of the 90s, were the children of the late 60s and 70s,
the era in which ‘mutually assured destruction’ and duck-and-cover were household
familiarities, and the apocalyptic visions of this era reflect this. Games like Wasteland
(1988) (which has just seen modern reinterpretation via kickstarted campaign) as
well as its spiritual successors in the Fallout (1997-2010) series have all presented
their players with distinctively nuclear post-apocalypses. These worlds are populated with mutants and irradiated pools, fallout shelters and the ageing relics of the
prelapsarian period.
More recently, the ubiquity of the zombie apocalypse points to a different set of concerns, and numerous authors have discussed this shift in the object of the collective

unconscious’ fears, which have transitioned away from the evil rival state (the USSR)
and towards the more neoliberal, and often as has been noted, more racialised fear
of The Other. The zombie represents fear of one’s neighbour at the end of the world
– and the fact that the zombie is a figure straight out of Caribbean mythology should
come as no surprise. Not only does it unconsciously express the white supremacist
fear of the person of colour, it also has parallels with the post-9/11 rise of islamaphobia in the US and around the world. The authors of the book Zombies In the Academy,
all about the academic study of the figure of the zombie, keep an extensive list of current academic literature on Zombies on their blog, examples from which frequently
speak to these themes.

All visions of the apocalypse cannot avoid taking
on certain relationships to the present (our present being its past).
In the nuclear apocalypse, the technological and architectural detritus of the pre-fallout world defines the visual language of the apocalypse – ‘culture’ ends up standing
still, except where it is cannibalised. Here I’m thinking of the creative re-purposing
of tyres, welding masks, and all sorts of other everyday objects for use as armour or
weapons, for instance.
Because of the aforementioned relation, the ‘post-apocalypse’ genre itself only makes
sense when it is a familiar vision, that is when the audience is able to recognise the
traces of what came before. For this reason, there have been precious few fantasy
apocalypse games, largely instead taking the form of the quests to stave off a coming
apocalypse. In a fantasy setting, it is much harder to recognise both the civilisation
that came before the fall as well as the signs that an apocalypse occurred at all.
Think of the disappearance of the Dwemer in the Elder Scrolls series (1994-2014) as
an example of this – all signs of a cataclysmic event’s occurrence have long since disappeared. The Dwemer seem to have just “vanished”. Unlike the Dwemer, remnants
of human civilization are unlikely to last the aeons it might take for Earth’s atmosphere to return to normal levels prior to the beginning of the anthropocene - the
period when we unknowingly started introducing extra carbon into the atmosphere
and the geological strata itself with the advent of the industrial revolution – should
we go extinct.

If in the 80s and 90s games broadly cleaved to nuclear visions of the apocalypse, and the 2000s saw
the ascent of the zombie apocalypse, could the future visions of apocalypses in games be based on
a fear of the climate, and the planet itself?
Videogames have engaged with the issue of climate change largely through two registers: the first (and most obvious) in a mechanical way, either simulating climate
change or certain aspects of it. The Civilization (1991-2010) series of games (at least
Civ II (1996)) included elevated sea levels from melted polar ice caps under certain
conditions.
The ominously titled Fate of the World offers a more thorough engagement with the
issue, with the player tasked with mitigating the worst effects of climate change while
also trying to meet certain goals like encouraging the development of the African
continent. A strategy game, Fate of the World places the player into a supreme-commander style role, at the head of an organisation reminiscent of X-Com’s (2012),
and the gameplay revolves around utilising limited resources and maintaining the

delicate balance of pleasing member nations while also somehow keeping carbon
emissions in check. More often than not, this is an impossible task, and the game has
a certain air of despair about it. It’s not a pleasant game, by any means.
But there have been other games that have appear to have engaged mechanically with
climate change, most notably Anno 2070 (2011), which pits two main rival factions
against one another, “Eco Dudes and Smoke Belchers” as memorably described by
Jim Rossignol in a review for Rock, Paper, Shotgun. Rossignol however found that
the engagement with the issue of a climate change future somewhat lacking:
Peculiarly, given its hot-topic setting and polar factions, there is almost no
real difference between choosing the dirty industrialists over the eco dudes,
and no palpable reward for being “green” over eating the planet, aside from
the specific bonuses that each has inherent to it…
Unfortunately, the extent of its mechanical engagement with climate change often
boils down to clichéd aesthetic choices and unexamined events that occurred off
screen before the game even begins. Given the catastrophic nature of climate change
events, which flood coastal cities and force the movements of vast populations, it
seems safe to assume that some kind of social transformations would take place.
Instead, the depiction of the main factions are reductive caricatures that play on current stereotypes, with the Eden Initiative back-to-nature yuppie types who literally
have ‘tea’ as their main beverage of choice, and the unflinching Gordon Gecko stopat-nothing’s of the Global Trust. In other areas, concessions to game design have
been made that undermine the engagement with climate change, such as the function of the eco power generators which work in curiously unnatural ways. Wind
farms, rather than being placed together in high-wind areas to maximise capture as
is standard practise, must instead be spread out to avoid reducing the ‘efficiency’ of
each single-turbine installation (a mechanic that operates with most building types
in Anno 2070). Likewise, thermal power plants are unconstrained by the existence of
natural thermal sources and can be plopped down anywhere that is buildable land.
Game design orthodoxy that demands balance between factions intrudes and skews
the viability of certain choices, eliding the numerous recent economic models that
have found that long term renewable energy power generation will obsolesce more
carbon intensive power generation. For instance, Europe is predicted “to shut down
30% of their gas, coal, and oil-fed power capacity by 2017” simply because it cannot
compete with renewables.
Rossignol concludes that the game “says little” about the issue of climate change,
which is unfortunate. In many ways it’s hard to even see the world of Anno 2070
as that of a climate post-apocalypse, given it’s lack of interest in engaging with the
inevitable results. Further, the maps of Anno 2070, in RTS style, are largely verdant,
pristine spaces, an unlikely and increasingly rare sight in the world even today (let
alone any future world). When even small rocky outcroppings in the South China
Sea are fought over for the access they guarantee to undersea resources, it’s unlikely
such spaces will exist in 2070.

If anything, the post-climate world of Anno 2070
is a far more appealing image of the future than
what exists for many in the present.
It’s just such a shame that it is so irresponsible, so hamstrung by design tropes while
presenting that image, because there is actually something to be said for avoiding
the kind of depressive despair which Fate of the World ends up leaving the player
with. Paralysing depression is an all too common response to the problem of climate
change and an all too convenient one for our enemies. Climate change often appears
to individuals as an utterly intractable systemic problem beyond the reach of any in-

dividual. Imaginative solutions are required, and it is just such a spark of imagination
that I find in perhaps one of the most unlikely of places.
The military simulation game ARMA 3 (2013) is not the first game one would think
to consider for a hopeful vision of a post-climate change future. But across the game’s
two main island maps, the smaller Stratis and the sprawling Altis, I find one of the
most positive visions for the climate future. All over the 270-odd square kilometres
of Altis are dotted wind farms, solar arrays and giant thermal collectors of a type
similar to the Ivanpah solar project in the Mojave desert, which is a sublime piece of
landscape art as well as a sustainable power plant. The aesthetic appearance of these
sustainable energy plants gives the game most of its near-future feel, and creates a
vision of a world (certainly, one small island at least) that has overcome the many
obstacles in the way of a transition to a less carbon intensive economy.
Other games have depicted the visual aesthetic of renewable energy generation, but
few to the same extent. Final Fantasy 8 (1999) features a city on the ocean that is built
around one giant solar collector.

The windfarm itself has become something of a
defacto visual image of the future, frequently appearing in broken or destroyed form to indicate a
breakdown or rupture in civilization.
Last year’s sleeper hit zombie apocalypse game State of Decay (2013) dotted broken and non-functioning wind farms along the hills of Trumpbell Valley, and 2008’s
post-apocalyptic open world racing game FUEL featured many destroyed wind turbines alongside a diverse plethora of other post-apocalyptic visions of ruin, from
inundated coastal cities to skyscrapers buried under miles of sand – a visual presage
to Spec Ops: The Line (2012) which buried Dubai under a mountain of dunes. Windfarms make small appearances here and there (in their operational form) in the Borderlands series (2009, 2012) too, mixing a rustic homesteader feel with the ‘futurism’
of sustainable energy.
The videogame vision of the post-climate future is only going to increase in cultural,
and even ideological, importance as the time in which we have left to take decisive
action to mitigate the worst effects of climate change runs out. ARMA3 is set in the
mid-2030s which, in 2014, is really not that far off. It’s my hope that videogames can
contribute to winning the war for a positive, constructive and sustainable post-climate vision for the future.

Resources
Zombies in the Academy
Zombie research list
Read online
Zachary Shahan (2014)
‘Europe’s great fossil fuel exit’
Business Spectator Read online
Bryan Walsh
‘The Ivanpah Solar Project’
Time LightBox Read Online
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Worlds within
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worlds
At age 8 the thing Amsel von Spreckelsen wanted most was the Amiga 500+ Cartoon
Classics bundle in the Hi-Fi store on Greenwich South Street, with Captain Planet on
the box. It was not to be, and years later he got a SNES with Killer Instinct instead.
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What I’m trying to say here, is that the gameworld is by necessity a closed system.
For any game to function then it must contain within it all of the objects and systems
that enable it to be completed, or for its cycles to be enacted endlessly. This is not so
much prescriptive as it is functional; a game-world missing something seemingly
vital but which still functions as a game-world is by definition not missing anything
vital as if the vital thing were vital it would be there. Game-worlds are, as with any
world, exactly as they are; true Lovelockian Gaias where everything that needs regulating has its counterpart in a thing that enables it to be regulated. Edens where
everything you might need has been provided for you.
Or at least as Gaian as the Earth is, as the game-world is a closed system as much as
is the Earth. The planet Earth has the sun pouring in energy on a constant basis. It
is an input without which all function would cease in a local heat death, or become
unintelligible inasmuch as there would be no intelligence to observe it. But here we
could again say that this input is not necessary for the system to be a system, only for
it to be the system that we understand it to be. As the game requires input from the
player, from the national grid, from the whole socio-cultural construction that surrounds and flows through it to be played and understood it reaches out, encompassing the player in the game-world, at least for the period of the game-as-it-is-played.
It reaches outwards, and where it has consumed the concepts of culture it required to
be understood it leaves a new concept fresh and ready to be cannibalised by the next
experience enacted by the mind it resides in, before fighting through fingertips and
keyboards and speech centres and airways for a chance to be free and assimilated into
the wider system.
The game-world lives outside of the player, but it is simultaneously only fully in existence when it is played. The player and all of their interior, and by extension exterior,
world becomes linked to the game world, but the player-as-player is an integral element to the world-as-game, acting on and acted upon; engine and transmission and

gearbox all at once. They are also the link between worlds; between the world outside
the game which we are already familiar with and the hybrid world of the game-world.
But what if we follow that link down once more, from the game-world to the world,
the un-hyphenated world inside the game, the representational world within.
The hegemony on these matters is that most games nowadays constitute primers in
rapacious capitalism: player-characters take from the world according to their desires
with no thought for the ecological stability of the system that provides for them, with
no care about the scarcity of resources that they may be monopolising and with no
regard for the utility that those resources might find in other hands. Taken further,
many games offer mechanics whereby resources mined from the system in excess
can be sold on for profit and so transformed into the trappings of a more bourgeois
lifestyle: higher attack power weapons essentially functioning in the same way as a
professional education or a managerial position; amplifying the work one does into
greater outputs via the medium of another’s toil, harvesting the reward of that output
in a way denied to the worker.
But these are only the trappings of bourgeoisie, not the actuality of it. The player is
still a worker acting directly on the system even when, as is often the case, they are
in the idyllic position denied the majority of workers in true capitalism of remaining
the prime beneficiary of the product of their toil. With a few Elite-like exceptions the
systems that govern these worlds are not truly market driven either, as the opportunity for profit is curtailed by lack of scarcity.

Traders will always buy back from you at less than
the price you paid because they know that everything they have is of more use to the player than it
is to them. But that’s ok, because the world outside
will always provide what is required to continue.
What you have is closer to the post-capitalist anarcho-survivalism (perhaps unsurprisingly invoked explicitly in countless post-apocalypse adventures and their uneasy
conflation of society with commercial structures) of fevered modern imaginations; a
simultaneous fear and fascination with the untamed wild as a place that can both kill
and sustain as well as crucially a place against which we can be defined as men. It is a
fear heavily tied up in the end-of-history teleology of Fukuyama et al. and the belief
that every possible alternative society is one that is worse than ours: that from the
current position change and breakdown are synonyms. The world according to the
survivalist is defined in relation to the protagonist (them), a spiritual position akin
to Adam’s and a position explicitly accessed when the world is, as it is at this point in
the essay, a game-world.
Worlds are rarely empty though, even when they are imperiled or otherwise apocalyptic. Fauna roam, and settlements and societies form micro-ecologies, closed systems at once open to and reliant upon external forces. As above, so below. Smaller
settlements blend in nicely, but as they grow they calcify into cities, discrete points
in the landscape, a whole new Trismegistian level, rich with alchemical possibility
reflecting and embodying the infinity that surround them within the infinity within.
And so we progress. Inwards.
Cities are strange spaces, both singular and containing multitudes. In ecological
thinking the city can replace the person as the base relational unit in dialogue with
the Earth. When measuring impact and resource requirements cities can become a
category unto themselves, with surrounding smaller settlements merely part of the
city-calculation, rather than summations of their inhabitants’ calculations. Humans
are divorced not just from the work of sustenance but from the measurement of it.

One more or one less in a city makes no difference to the total order the city will make to its
suppliers or the effluent it will provide in return.
Within these strange spaces, then, new ecologies grow. Cities allow worker specialisation, so a person might no longer have need of the skills to work the earth. They
become divorced from the old ecology dictated by the natural world but are instead
enmeshed even more tightly in that of the just-as-naturally-formed unnatural urban
world. Cities allow people to be defined in a way that defies de-categorisation. They
are what they are, not who; an interpersonal nationalism in microcosm bringing the
war to the streets. The war being The War (endless) that states have always fought
against states, where you can kill a person because they’ve been reduced to a soldier,
to a representation rather than a human.
No games bring the war to the streets like side-scrolling beat-em-ups. And no games
bring the abstraction of sustenance, the closed ecology of survival, to prominence
quite like them either. In Streets of Rage and Final Fight the city sustains the characters literally. Providing sustenance in its recesses; roast chickens and hot dogs framing the abstraction of the action and locating it in a timeframe of days rather than
hours, dilating a flurry of blows into a life of struggle and hardship. Maybe each meal
is a true meal and the abstraction is not in the use of food as a universal signifier of
health but in the very time structure surrounding each meal, highlighting the direct
causal relationship between killing a punk and eating for another day.
The city is like the game world contained within is like the larger world around it: its
own seeming Gaia capable of meeting all needs necessary for some semblance of survival - a priori in fact as the organism is defined in its relationship to the host as thatwhich-can-survive-in-this-space. All others, all failures, are not real. Aborted timelines. Game overs. For an individual to not survive is meaningless to the machine,
to Gaia, as their death is part of the machinery that propagates the system. For each
death in an endless adversarial conflict entails that another must live, must continue
to function and all the machine is is continuing function. Only at the lowest level, at
the game, can anything like an end occur. The game here is the mechanics, which are
at the bottom, but it is also the game, which is at the top, because it is what pulls everything into it and what we have been talking about and within from the beginning.

I keep talking about economies, but really economies are just special cases of ecologies.
They are ways of negotiating scarcity and distributing it according to some sort of
ruleset that may have some sort of pretense, or even a genuine attempt at, fairness.
And while real ecologies develop their rules of distribution incredibly unfairly and
through emergent systems game ecologies are, like economies, constructed. Yet
economies have space for sharks, minnows and various other maritime operators to
distort the ruleset in a way that would not be able to be classed as distortion in a Gaian ecology. But not dolphins, because dolphins have the task of restoring ecological
balance. Theirs is to teach the Gaian ideal through a moralistic lens, showing all the
children that some ecological states have a greater value than others and imprinting
a utopian organo-centrism on their minds as if one equilibrium state is cosmically
more desirable than any other.
The thing is, if we’ve got a world with people in it then clearly the world in which
those people are best off is the best world. Capitalism says we measure that with
money, John Stuart Mill said we measure that with utility and Gaia says, although she
can’t really say anything because she’s a febrile, sexy anthropomorphism based on the
idea that women aren’t really people, that we measure that with harmony. We pick

our heroes from the select screen according to how well they fit in with our particular
views on this matter; heroes always being ready to change the world to a version that’s
closer to their favoured ideology even if it’s a world in an equilibrium already. I tend
to prefer characters with speed over strength, because I’m not so good at timing my
strikes. I get frustrated when I miss an opening and can no longer recover and prefer
the greatest number of hits, which I suppose makes me Utilitarian in this particular
metaphor no matter my politics outside the scope of the game. Capitalists hit hard or
not at all, and harmony is all about balance and so you have your average stats character right there.

But they all believe that the system holds the key
to saving itself.
Recently video games have been going full Star Trek, into a utopian post-scarcity
economy of infinite continues, autosaves and scalable difficulty; where challenge is
what you want it to be, not inherent to the system. If the resources are always available then why limit them? Games have to be closed ecologies because they have to
be closed ecologies. Their resources are entirely internal, and the game is often mediated on the management of those resources. This is a rough and ready definition
that works just as well for twine games, where the ecology is an ecology of words or
options as it does a God sim. Meanwhile, even the most hardcore of resource management games is, as with a sandbox, about managing options. Each hitpoint is a unit
of option as much as is each second of your life. A currency of probability that can be
traded for possible gain, even if that gain is just further experience.
What I’m trying to say here is that the game-world is by necessity a closed system. For
any game to function then it must contain within it all of the objects and systems that
enable it to be completed, or for its cycles to be enacted endlessly. This is not so much
prescriptive as it is functional, a game-world missing something seemingly vital but
which still functions as a game-world is by definition not missing anything vital as if
the vital thing were vital it would be there. Game-worlds are, as with any world, exactly as they are; true Lovelockian Gaia’s where everything that needs regulating has
its counterpart in a thing that enables it to be regulated. Edens where everything you
might need has been provided for you.
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Black history
and
games
Call for submissions
The next issue of Memory Insufficient will fall on Black History
Month, which takes place every February in the US and Canada, and October in the UK. Therefore, we are looking for essays
that explore black culture and history and their relationship to
games.

Essays will be accepted on the representation of black history in
games, of black people in games, or on the histories of fictional people of colour in game lore. Biographical accounts of the
contribution of particular individuals to games and their history are always welcome. We are also interested in essays dealing with non-digital games in their historical context as part of
black culture and society.
Any kind of history will be accepted: social, biographic, documentary, personal, descriptive or polemical. Submissions are
unlikely to be rejected for being ‘not history,’ because nobody
has the authority to decide what that means. Likewise, nobody
has the authority to decide what a game is. Both digital and
non-digital games are acceptable subjects of discussion.
This issue will be produced with the help of guest editor Zolani
Stewart, founding editor of The Arcade Review.
The deadline for submissions is 15th February. Send them
through to rupa.zero@gmail.com.
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